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We solve the problem of pressure exerted by a die rigidly connected to an isotropic, 
viscoelastic half-plane, assuming that the viscoelastic material exhibits volume creep. 
We obtain an exact expression for the pressure existing under the die at any instant of 

time and thus establish not only the asymptotic value of the pressure, but also the kine- 

tics of the process. 
We shall write the stress-strain relations in an isotropic viscoelastic material in the 

following form fll (the case of plane stress) 

We shall consider the problem of pressure exerted by a plane, rectangular, rigid die, 
on an isotropic viscoelastic material, Let the die be rigidly connected to a half-plane_ 

The die is acted upon by external forces whose resultant coincides with the y-axis, so 

that X = 0 and Y = - P,, where P, is a given positive constant. We assume that the 

surface of the viscoelastic material outside the die is stress-free. 
We shall utilize a solution of this problem for an elastic half-plane given in 123. For 

the case of an isotropic viscoeiastic material possessing the property of volume creep, 
expressions for the pressure P (p, z) and the tangential stress 2’ (p, s) are 

Here x (x is a constant introduced by Muskhelishvili) is given by 
3 - v* (P) 

x(p)= i+v*(p) * 
i+iuz(P)lP 

vf(p)=v ifKr(p)/p (3) 

Making the notation 
Ii-X cr=&l*- l-x 

we can transform the expression for pressure given in (2), into 
PO 

P (p, 2) = -w 
2Jr t/r-x3 

lx, (,I-%tiz+ x iP)‘/&z + x fp)-‘fr-il + x (P)‘ll-izJ (4) 

Thus we reduce the problem to that of finding the initial function for the transform 
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[x (p)lT where y is the power index accompanying x (p) in (4). 
Experimental data available for numerous materials indicate that creep kernels can 

be approximated sufficiently well using an exponential function. We shall therefore 
assume that in (1) Ki (r - r) = ,$ ,%=) (i = 1, 2) 

Using (3) we find 
ap+b 

x (P) = cp 
a---3--v, b = 3 (P + kl) - v (P:+ ka) 
c=1+v, d=p+kl+v(p+ka) 

The problem is thus reduced to obtaining the inverse transform for 

The inverse transform for [p / (p - a)lY can be written in the form of a degenerate 

hypergeometric function 

5 k! 
(r+k--)...‘r .rd_ 

k! 
k=D 

convergent for any t. This enables us to obtain the inverse transform for [x (p)]‘=[(ap i- 
+ b / (cp + a)]’ in the following form: 

(+)y+$o (~+lr(;);)--~ ($ _ t)“[(;)ktlkl- 

k 
_ e-bt I a n+1 

k(k-I)... (k - n -t 1) tL-” 1 
We can thus obtain the expression for the pressure P (t, t) arising under the die acting 

upon a viscoelastic half-plane in the form of a sum of four series, each of them conver- 
gent for any t. Using the gamma function relationships we finally obtain 

J (- ‘/a + fct + k) 

r (- l/z + i3) 

-‘ha x 
(5) 

_- VZ + ia + k 
- 1/Z + h 

+~)](b’“,;‘c)k[($+lk,- 

_ ,-bl ’ a i (+)“+l k . . (k - II + 1) tk-nl} 

n---1 

We can investigate this solution for various durations of applied load and for various 
positions under the die. Near the corners of the die, - 1 and +I , the stresses change 

their sign an infinite number of times just as in the case of the elastic problem, the size 
of these segments is however very small. 

If the loading is instantaneous, i. e. if t -+ 0 in (5). the result found coincides with the 
solution obtained for an elastic half-plane [2, 31. 

For the extended time intervals we have the following asymptotic expression: 

P (2) = po _ R~{(~~-“~+‘~~~(-f+il+k--L)...(-~+in)n 
St 1/P-S 

( a 
X- 

c 
-Tl+;i; k + i) (I- ; / Wk} 
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This can be written as a sum of three hypergeometric functions 

P (5) = PO Re [(gtizF (- -+ + ix, II; 1; 1 - .$) + 
n 1/F - 5% 

+ (+;l’*+ia (I - 2) F (+ + ix, 1; 1; 1 - gj + 

+ (,j-“x+iz F (- + + ta, 1; 1; 1 - gj] 

(6) 

Pressure under the center of the die (x = 0) is given by 

P(l, 0) = 

x (b / a - d / 4’ a k+l 
k 

(k!)= [( 1 b 
k! _ ,-bt 1 a 

n+1 
k.. (k - n + 1) Lk-+’ 3 

while in the case of an instantaneous loading we have 

PO x+1 
P (0, 0) = - - 

nl I/x (7) 

When the load is applied for extended periods, the pressure varies monotonically and 

tends to a lim;zAo, ~= 2 {[(+)“‘+ (+)-‘I*] I-7 (- + , 1; 1; 1 - $) + 

+ (+)I” (I - f, F (+ , I; 1; I- $)} 

Using the expressions for certain hypergeometric functions we can simplify the above 
expression to PO bid-j-1 

P$O)=a 
vbld 

(8) 

where the ratio b / d is given in terms of the material constants as follows: 

b 3 (3 + kl) -~ v (B + kz) 

- = B + kl + Y (p + kz) 

_ (3-W 
d i+ vq 

As expected, the expression (8) which gives the pressure when t -D 30 resembles (7) 
which is valid for the initial instant of time, but the value of 1c is different in each case. 

Comparing (7) and (8) we find, that the pressure under the center of the die increases 
with time when n-< 1 and n > Zv-1 - f and decreases when 1 < q < 2v-I - 1. 

(Poisson’s ratio varies for real materials within the range 0 < v ~r/~). 
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